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Double pass 

About cultural competency in intercultural education 

By Anton Magin 
Anti-Bullying Counsellor at the School 

 

                                   
A number of years ago, I participated in a seminar entitled “Change of paradigms in scientific mediation”. 

While we were discussing the topic, a good friend of mine, said, “My 25 years of experience as a pedagogue 

have shown me that the best practise is to have good theory”. My friend was referring to Kurt Lewin, a social 

psychologist, who stated that without theory, it is impossible to act in a goal oriented manner. 

Intercultural competencies often start with very basic knowledge; the symbolic meaning of colour for 

instance - In many countries, the colour white symbolises festivity and elegance but in China white, stands 

for grief and loss. More complicated behaviour requires more specific and detailed information; spontaneous 

social interaction, while highly valued in some cultures, is seldom exhibited in Chinese culture where people 

do not easily interact outside of their closed system of relationships. The Chinese social system is 

hierarchical; this prohibits spontaneous interaction with strangers where one could easily transgress protocol 

when ignorant of the social position of the person with whom one is interacting. 

If a Chinese person would like to interact with someone they do not know, he or she will seek out a third 

person, known to both, who would then be able to ensure that the social position of all parties is known and 

who would also introduce the two strangers.  

 

Intercultural competence is important, not just on the theoretical, but also on a practical level. In the DSJ 

environment, with its huge diversity of culture, it is essential to learn about and value one another. 

Our culture is defined, in part, by what we produce; the changes which we make to the material world 

around us as in technology and construction as well as in the intangible disciplines of language, ethics, 

religion, law, economics and natural science.   

 

This article is not a scientific work but it is intended to provide some valuable knowledge. Bearing this in 

mind, I would like to have a look at the cultural plurality of the DSJ. Given that the members of the school 

community originate from over 30 different countries, it is easy to imagine that the understanding of roles 

and duties within the school is different. This certainly enriches us but also provides us with a challenge 

because, within this diversity, learning, personality development and education must take place – both inside 

and outside of the classroom. It is the aim of the school to enhance and empower relevant competences in 

order to produce individuals who participate effectively in society. This requires that every student, 

regardless of his or her cultural or social origin, is given equal chance to participate. 

The intercultural competences of the DSJ are based on processes developed over 125 years of interactions, 

encounters and cooperation between people of varying cultural backgrounds. This long tradition of cultural 

respect and appreciation has, in fact, created its own culture at the DSJ.  One in which people are able to be 

aware of, respect, value and appreciate the perceptions and behaviour of others. This is how the social, 

moral and political competences of everyone in the school community develop and grow. The DSJ, due to the 

competencies of its teachers, is able to actively encourage cognitive and social behaviour which is 

independent of the cultural or social circumstances of the student. 
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One cannot identify or understand the ideas and theory of intercultural education or hope to implement it 

successfully without also considering the ambient social circumstances. Interaction and cooperation between 

teachers and parents is essential because the school can only develop if it has the support of the parents. 

Here again, cultural diversity is valuable in the scope and variation of ideas and expectations expressed by 

the parents. The influence of conventions, traditions and beliefs (at the DSJ we find more than 20 beliefs) are 

far reaching.  

Within such a rich diversity, teachers will have to understand the many and varied parental expectations and 

methodologies. 

Education of children is not solely the responsibility of the teachers or of the parents and pushing the 

responsibility on to the one or other party typically leads to conflict and frustration.  To produce individuals 

able to cope with the demands of the modern world, parents and teachers need to work together to 

encourage independent, critical, and socially responsible thought. During my time at the school working as 

anti-bullying counsellor I have observed that children sometimes experience contention between the rules 

learnt at home and what they encounter at school. 

A situation in which clichés are reinforced and no allowance is made for differing beliefs will inevitably result 

in conflict. This conflict is bound to be manifested at school and the school must find a way of dealing with in 

a manner which considers everyone’s opinion but also upholds the democratic principles of the school.   

One element of intercultural competency is mutual trust. It is the school’s duty to ensure that every child has 

the same opportunity of a good education as every other child and this regardless of their cultural and social 

origin. On the other hand, parents or guardians have the duty to cooperate openly with the school and to 

fully support their children. In order to manage the complexities of such a rich cultural mix, the DSJ, in 

addition to the teachers, has the added support of the Phoenix Centre staff. This includes two psychologists 

and an anti-bullying counsellor who are available to primarily guide students but also staff members. This 

added support facility is exceptional in that most schools do not have access to such resources.  

Mutual trust has to be nurtured. For the international community at the DSJ, this implies that we promote 

critical thinking and question prejudice. Prejudices clouds perception; research has shown that prejudice 

causes our minds to filter out or re-interpret information which contradicts our preconceived ideas.  People 

with prejudice tend to only accept information which reinforces what they already believe.  To change this 

“filtering” can be very difficult, not only because it becomes automated but because belief systems form an 

intrinsic part of one’s own identity. Beliefs are often formed when external judgements or opinions are 

accepted as fact.  How can the DSJ community work together to enhance harmony and reduce prejudice? A 

very easy but efficient method is to interact with one another; for students to get to know students from 

other cultures, beliefs or social circumstances. By working together, we can, not only effect change within 

our community, we can also help to foster tolerance and respect in the greater South African society. 

Finally I would like to quote Peter Senge, a famous scientist and psychologist, who summarized the road to 

intercultural competence in these simple words: “Every individual view gives us a new perspective to a 

broader reality. If I see the world with your eyes and if you see the world with my eyes, we will both realise 

something, which we would have never discovered on our own” (From: “The fifth discipline”, published 1996). 
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